Adjusting the Slide & Lock Tool Holder

Durable and flexible, the Slide & Lock height adjustment bracket and tool holder works hand-in-glove with your GRS BenchMate™ tools and accessories to to support three separate tool accessories simultaneously. Slide the Slide & Lock bracket onto your mounting plate. **Important:** The knuckles on the back of the bracket may need to be adjusted to fit safely and securely onto the plate. The bracket must fit smoothly, without wobble, to ensure safe and effective use of the tool holder. To adjust the fit, loosen the Allen screws that hold the knuckles in place. Adjust their position as needed to get a proper fit, then securely re-tighten the screws.

Once the bracket is mounted, the two mounting plates on the front of the bracket accept any accessory that fits into your BenchMate system. Simply slide the accessories onto the bracket plate and get to work. Manufactured by Rio Grande.

**Benefits:**

- Ergonomically designed to reduce strain and weariness in your hands, neck and back.
- Positions work beautifully for those using a head loupe or microscope.
- Easily reverse the lock to accommodate either left-hand or right-hand use.
- Adjust height in seconds—even to reach higher than your work surface.
- Holds up to three different tools (two Slide & Lock mounting plates are included) or the same tool in three positions (by simply moving from one plate to another).
- Easily slide the holder into position and lock it.
- Supports a maximum weight of 35 pounds (such as a large engraving block vise.
- Made in the U.S.A.

**Adjusting the Height of the Holder:**

⚠️ **CAUTION!** The Slide & Lock tool will require the use of both hands to make an adjustment in height. You can use whichever hand you like for the steps below; the adjustment can be made left-handed or right-handed.

1. **Hand #1:** Prior to releasing the lock, use one hand to grasp the bottom of the slide assembly (not an attached tool) and support the *entire weight* of the holder and all tools on the holder.

2. **Hand #2:** With the other hand, release the lock.

3. While supporting the weight of the holder in one hand, use both hands to raise or lower the slide as desired.

4. When the desired height is achieved, with one hand still supporting the weight of the holder, use the other hand to re-engage the lock securely.
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